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INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to construct examples of Hamiltonian systems with 
several degrees of freedom which have orbits homoclinic to invariant tori and, 
as a consequence, have the suspension of the shift automorphism on a finite 
alphabet as a subsystem. The examples exhibit a complicated orbit structure 
which may be typical of the structure which generally occurs. The case of 
Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom which have an orbit homo- 
clinic to a hyperbolic periodic solution has been extensively studied (see Refs. 
[14] and their bibliographies). 
The periodic solution is an isolated invariant subset of the constant energy 
surface on which it lies. However, in our examples the tori to which orbits are 
homoclinic do not form isolated invariant subsets of the constant energy surfaces 
on which they lie, and this brings new problems to the analysis of the nearby 
orbit structure. 
Our examples exhibit “stable” phenomena in the sense that it is preserved 
by nearby Hamiltonian systems. Consequently, we can produce an open set of 
Hamiltonian vector fields (with the C1 topology) which have the shift auto- 
morphism as a subsystem. 
In Section 1 we construct an example of a Hamiltonian system with three 
degrees of freedom which serves as our basic example. In Section 2 we develop 
the tools needed to verify that our example has the shift automorphism as a 
subsystem. Our development of this material is based on ideas found in [3]. 
However, we have had to modify these ideas so that they apply to more than two 
dimensions. The perturbation result stated in Theorem 2:14 is new as far as 
we know. In Section 3 we supply the proof that our example has the shift auto- 
morphism as a subsystem. 
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1. AN EXAMPLE 
Let H: R6 --f R1 be a smooth function of the form H(x, y, fl , 4, ) ql , Q) = 
XY + &(pl -I- p2 -I- p2’) + G(x, Y, & , t2 , rll , Q), where Pk = 8k2 -I- qk2 and G 
is a smooth function which vanishes in a neighborhood of zero in R6. Define 
a Hamiltonian system of differential equations in R6 by 
aH 
*=q> &=&H, 
aH a 
U-1) 
Y=--,,, 
?ik=-FkH* 
Define M(h) = {H = h). We assume for 0 < h < h, , that M(h) is a smooth 
manifold and that solutions of (1 .l) generate a smooth flowf: M(k) x R1 + M(h). 
Choose S > 0 sufficiently small so that G = 0 on B(lz, 6) = M(h) n (1 x 1 < S}, 
1 y j < S}. Our first aim is to describe the flow in B(h, S). 
It is convenient to introduce coordinates p Ic , 0, via the equations & + z& = 
(pk)l12 eier for K = 1, 2. In terms of these coordinates Eqs. (1.1) in B(h, S) are 
R = x, 
3 = -y, 
0, = 1, 
p1 = 0, 
e2 = 1 + p2 > 
p2 = 0. 
U.2) 
Thus the maximal invariant subset J of B(h, S) is the set J = B(h, 6) n 
(x = O} f-l (y = 0). It is easy to check that J is diffeomorphic to S3. For c E [0, Z] 
define T(c) = (pz = c} n J. Th en the collection of sets {T(c)} partitions J 
into invariant subsets diffeomorphic to 5’1 x 9 for 0 < c < I and diffeo- 
morphic to 9 for c = 0 and c = 1, where I = +(l + Sh)lj2 - $. 
Let W(c) and lP(c) denote the stable and unstable manifolds to the invariant 
torus T(c). The sets 
and 
wyc, 6) = B(h, S) n {x = O} n {p2 = c> 
Wu(c, S) = B(k, 6) n (y = 0} n {pa = C} 
are obviously contained in IV(c) and W”(c), respectively. We refer to these 
sets as the local stable and unstable manifolds of T(c). It is also evident that the 
stable and unstable manifolds of J are the union of the stable and unstable 
manifolds of the “tori” T(c). This finishes our description of the flow in B(h, 6). 
The main assumption that we make about the flow outside B(h, 6) is that for 
some fixed c, IV(c) and IP(c) intersect transversally along an orbit O(p) homo- 
clinic to T(c). 
Define X = B(lz, S) n (6, = 0} n (0 < p < I>. X is a surface of section for 
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the flow, since 8, = 1. Since each orbit in lV(c) must eventually enter and 
remain in lV(c, S), there exist unique times 
and 
t+ = inf{t:f( p, t) E IV(c, a’) n 27 
t- = ~up(t:f(p, t) E W+, 8) n X]. 
Let p+ = f( p, tl). I n order to describe the orbit structure of the flow f near 
0(p) we choose neighborhoods S+ of p+ and S- of p- in X and consider the 
PoincarC maps y: S+ h S- and #: S- -+ Se, defined as follows. Consider 
(x, y, pa , 6,) as coordinates on X, suppose that p+ has coordinates (0, yf, o, 8,+), 
and suppose that p- has coordinates (x-, 0, c, 5,-). 
Define 
The projections of Sf and S- in the (x, y) plane are shown in Fig. 1. Define 
T: X + [0, co] by ~(4) = sup(t > O:f(n, s) E B(h, 6) - X for 0 < s < t>% 
Define A = (4 E X: ~(4) < co} and define @: A + X by Q(q) =f(~, T&)). 
@ is the PoincarC map of X which we compute by solving the differential 
equations (1.2) in B(h, 8) to be 
We suppose that p is small enough that S+ C A and S- C @(A). 
Y 
FIGURE 1 
Let D, = {Q E Sf: @(q) is defined and @‘Q) E S-1. From the definition of 
p- we know that p- $ cl(A), and thus we require that p be so small that 
A’-- n A = o . It follows that D, n D,m = o for n # rn. Let D = Ursa1 D, 
and define y: D --f S- by ~(4) = @(q), provided that 4 ED, . 
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We now come to our main hypothesis on the flow outside B(h, 6). Let 
#: S- + C be the PoincarC map defined by #(q) = f(q, U(Q)), where 
u(q) = infit > O:f(p, t) E s+j. 
# is defined in a neighborhood of p- which we suppose includes S- (This is 
no restruction, since we can take p as small as we like.) We suppose that 
lo 0 0 1 d#(p-) = i ___ 1 . 
0 0 -1 
1 0 
The tangent plane to l/T/‘“(c) at p- is spanned by the tangent vectors a/&c and 
aja0, . The requirement that IV”(c) intersect IV(c) transversally along the 
orbit of p is satisfied, in view of our assumption on d#( p-). This assumption 
is stronger than we need, and we come back to this point in Section 3. We are 
now prepared to describe the structure of some orbits near O(p). Define 
Q = (4 E S+: # 0 ~(4) E S+} and define v: Q -+ S+ by ~(4) = # o Y(Q). 
THEOREM 1.3. There exists a Jinite collection {Sb: b E B} of disjoint compact 
subsets of Q such that g, restricted to I is topologically conjugate to the shift auto- 
morphism on the a&abet B, where I = {q EQ: v”(q) E u (Sb: b E B) fog each 
interger n>. Furthermore if R = u {Sb: b E B}, tl Ien there exists a neighborhood M 
of 9 in diffi(R, S+) such that wheneaer h EN, h restricted to I(h) is conjugate to 
the shift automoTphism on the alphabet B, where I(A) = (q E R: An(q) E R for 
each integer n}. diffl(R, S+) denotes the space of d#eomorphisms of R into S+ 
with the C1 topology. 
We postpone the proof of this theorem to Section 3. In the next section we 
develop the machinery to be used in the proof. 
2. THE BERNOUILLI SHIFT AS A SUBSYSTEM 
For each integer k let S, be a subset of a set X, and let & : S, --+ X,,, be 
a function. Define 
LSk(n) = (x E S,: I/++~ 0 ... 0 #k(x) E Sk+,+, for 0 < 1 < n - l}. 
Re(n) = (x E S,: x E #k--l 0 s-0 0 & la(&.-n(n))]. 
(2.1) 
%(a> = 17 F%(n): ‘2 > 11, Rlc(oz) = n [R,(n): n > 11. 
Ik = Ilk(m) n R,(a). 
Under additional hypotheses we want to study these sets. 
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The relevance of this problem to the study of dynamical systems is indicated 
by the following errample. 
LetX,=R2,Sk=((~,y)~RP:j~~]~l,/yj~l)and~:R”-+R2bea 
diffeomorphism of the form 
where 0 < ti < 1 < /3 and f and g are smooth. Let & denote the restriction of 
$ to S, . If $J is considered a discrete dynamical system on R” then I2 is the 
maximal invariant subset of S, and 91i(~), R,(m) are its local unstable and 
stable manifolds, respectively. It is well known that if the Cl norms off and g 
are sufficiently small then Ik is a point and R,(m) and Bk(co) are smooth mani- 
folds which are Cl close to the x and y axes, respectively. 
Consider again the abstract collection of sets and maps (X, , S, , &J. Suppose 
that A is a finite or countable set and that each S, is partitioned into a disjoint 
union of subsets {Sp: a E A>. Suppose that & is injective for each K and for 
p E I, define the orbit of p to be the set of points ( p,], where 
and 
Pz = $4c,z-1 O ... o MP) for E > 0, p, = p, 
Pz = $&l o *.- O vm P> for 2 < 0. 
Each point p E llc generates a “symbol” 9&(p) where yk( p) is a function from 
the integers Z to the set A defined by yP( p)(l) = a provided that p, E Sg+, . 
Define 2Y={Cf:Z-A} and let o:z -+ 2 be defined by of(Z) = f(E - 1). 
(T is called the shift automorphism on the alphabet A. It follows immediately 
from the above definitions that the following ladder of sets and maps commutes: 
If the maps vr: occurring in this ladder are one to one and onto we say that the 
shift (2, 0) is a subsystem of the system of sets and maps (1,, &>. 
An example of the situation described above which is important for dynamical 
systems is Smale’s horeshoe map [4]. Here we take X, again to be R”, A = {O, l), 
and S, = So v 9, where So = {(x, y): -$ < x < -& jy j < 1) and 
9 = ((x, y): 4 < x < $, ] y / < 11. 
Define z,!J”: So -+ X by /J(x, y) = (6(x + g) - 1, $y - &). 
Define #l: 9 + W by 4(x, y) = (6(x - 3) - 1, &y f 4). 
Let &, = $” U $‘. Extend &. to a diffeomorphism # of R” and consider (gL, R2) 
as a discrete dynamical system. Let I denote the maximal invariant subset of 
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SO n Sr. Since all spaces Sk and maps & are equal, the ladder of spaces and maps 
(2.2) collapses, giving the commutative diagram 
Smale has shown that CJJ is a homeomorphism where I is topologized as a subset 
of R2 and 2 is given the topology generated by a basis of neighborhoods defined 
by N(f, k) = {g E C: g(Z) = f(Z) whenever 1 E j < K}. If $ is a diffeomorphism 
of Rz which is sufficiently Cl close to # on So u 9 then # restricted to the maxi- 
mal invariant subset f of 4 in SO u S1 is topologically conjugate to 4 restricted 
to I. This means that there is a homeomorphism k: f -+ I such that II6 = #h. 
Our objective is to study the sequence of spaces and maps (Xk , Ska, & , A) 
and the ladder (2.2) giving conditions sufficient to imply results similar to those 
discussed for the examples. In what follows we assume that Xk is a metric space, 
and & is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that A is a countable set and each S, is partitioned 
into the disjoint union of subsets (Ska: a E r2). Then the maps ylc occurring in the 
ladder (2.2) are continuous, proaided that for eaclz a, SLa n cl(u {Skb: b E $, 
b#a})= a. 
Proof. Suppose x E I>;, TV = f E ,JY, and N(f, m) is a neighborhood 
off in z. For each integer 1 with j 1 1 < m choose a neighborhood 1;; of SLyi 
in X, such that V, n SL,, = B whenever b # f(Z). By continuity of the maps 
& and 4;’ one can find a neighborhood W of x such that ylc+l E V, for each 
y E W and 1 2 1 < nz, where ykt.l denotes O(y) n S,+I . Therefore, for each 
y E Wn Ik , yl<( y)(Z) = f (1) for 1 Z 1 < m, and hence vk( W n Ik) C N(f, m). 
Next we give conditions sufficient to establish that vk is surjective. Up to 
this point we have no reason to expect that any of the sets &(n), RTe(n), Bk(w), 
R,(w), Ik are nonempty. In what follows we suppose that Xk = R” x R”. 
Let S = D” x D”“, where D’” = {x E Rn: I x 1 < I} and S’” = {y E RR: 
IY I < 11. 
DEFINITION 2.4. F C S is a horizontal p-disk if F is the graph of a Lipschitz 
function) D” -+ Dm with Lipschitz constant p. G C S is a vertical p-disk if G 
is the graph of a Lipshitz function g: Dm --f D* with Lipschitz constant p. 
HYPOTHESIS 2.5. For each integer k suppose that Sk is a subset of S which 
is partitioned into a disjoint union of compact subsets Sk”, where a E A and A 
is a finite or countable set. Suppose that S,a n cl&J [&b: b + a]) = @ and 
suppose that #k : Sk -+ R” x An” is a homeomorphism onto its image. Finally, 
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suppose that 0 < p < 1 and that if F is any horizontal p-disk then $J~(F n Ska) 
is the graph of a y-Lipshitz function whose domain contains P in its interior 
and whose range is contained in the interior of Dm. 
DEFINITION 2.6. For f E ,E define S,(f) = Sf,“” and for the collection 
t-G I Sk(f), &J &fin e sets Dh,fj, R&f), Dd~,fj, Wc~f), and b(f) 
as in Definition 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that (X, , SI,, z,&, A) satisjies Hypotketi 2.5. Then 
the maps pB occurring in the ladder (2.2) are continuous and onto. 
Proof. Let f E Z: From the definition of ~JI~ it is sufficient to show that &(f) is 
nonempty. Let F be a horizontal disk. We claim that $k+n 3 ,.. 0 &@~(x, f) n F 
is nonempty and that #&RPfrr(n, f)) contains a horizontal disk. 
For n == 1 the claim follows immediately from Hypothesis 2.5. Suppose that 
F’ is a horizontal disk withF’ C z,&+~ o ... o &(gk(n, f) n F). Then by hypothesis, 
h+IL+d~ f-J s?x+n+,t f )> contains a horizontal disk, and by the choice of F 
this disk is contained in $k.+.n+l 0 ... 0 z+&(9,(n, f) I-IF), Thus the claim is 
established by induction. 
Now D,(n, f) is compact, since each S,(f) is, and therefore si( co, f j is non- 
empty. Taking k = I- n we see that &(RR,(n, f)) contains a horizontal disk 
for each E. Let I’, C &(R,(n, f)) b e a horizontal disk which is the graph of yn I 
Then the collection of functions {Ye} is equicontinuous and has a subsequence 
converging to a function y. y must be p-Lipshitz, since each yfl, is, and thus 
r = graph y is a horizontal disk. Since the sets R,(n, f) are nested and compact, 
it follows that r C z&(R~(oo, f>). Since &+r(co, f) must intersect each hori- 
zontal disk we have r n 5Bk+r( co, f) C R,,( co, f) n 9~~+r( co, f ), which shows 
that Ik..+r( “3, f) is nonempty. Therefore f is in the range of T,,,, , and thus pRtl 
is onto. 
The continutiy of the maps vx: follows from Theorem 2.3. 
HYPOTHESIS 2.8. Suppose that (X, , S, I &. , A) satisfies Hypothesis 2.5, 
and in addition suppose that for each f in Z the diameter of &(n, f j n R,(q p) 
approaches zero as n approaches infinity. 
THEOREM 2.9. If Hypothesis 2.8 is satis-ed then tke maps occurring in the 
ladder (2.2) are homeomorphisms. 
Proof. Theorem 2.7 shows that the pk’s are continuous and onto. The s’s 
are one to one, since Hypothesis 2.8 implies that IP( f) = r+$( f) is a single 
point. Let N(f, k, n) = (g E E g(j) = f(j) when / j - k j < n> be a neighbor- 
hood of J in Z. Then v;‘(N, (j, k, n)) = 9$(Z, f) n R,(I, f), and continuity of 
v;l follows from the fact that {N(f, k, n)> forms a basis for the topology of 2 
and from the fact that iim,,,[diameter ZBk(h, f) n R,(n, f )] = 0. 
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DEFINITION 2.10. A a-horizontal curve in S is a smooth curve y: [a, b] + S 
such that 01 / &(t)l > ] Fe(t)], where f(t) = (&(t), Pa(t)) E R” x R”“. If 
ol j fa(t)/ > 1 pl(t)l then y is called a ol-vertical curve in S. 
HYPOTHESIS 2.11. Suppose that (X, , S, , #k , a) satisfies Hypothesis 2.5. 
Suppose that there exists 01 > 1 such that every ol-horizontal line segment with 
endpoints in Ska is contained in Sk” and that every a-vertical line segment with 
enpoints in #,(S,“) is contained in &(Ska), w h ere k and a are arbitrary. Finally 
suppose that & is a diffeomorphism whose Jacobian A at an arbitrary point 
q E Ska satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) For each ‘u = (q , z+) in Rn x R” with ] ZI$ / < 01 1 q 1, ((Av), , zli> > 
WZ]Z~,]~ and I(A;o)a I < /3 I(Av), 1, where Aa = ((Av)~ , (&)a) and 
m = max{ol, $I}. 
(2) For each w=(wI,wZ) in RnxRm with Iw,I<aIwal, 
((A-lw), , w2> > m 1 w, I2 and I(~-lw), I < B l(klw), I. 
THEOREM 2.12. If Hypothesis 2.11 is satisfied then so is Hypothesis 2.8, 
and therefore the maps yk occurring in the laddu (2.2) are homeomorphisms. 
LEMMA 2.13. If p, q E D,(n, f) and I p, - qz I < 01 j p, - ql I then 
Ipln-qlnI t@l~~--q~I and Ip2n-q4e”I <~IP~~-~~~I, where (~“1 
and {q”} denote the orbits of p and q. 
Proof. Let y(t) = (1 - t) p + tq. Then y is a ol-horizontal curve in S,(f). 
Let W = A 0 AtI- Then f’(t) = 4MdtNq - P) and <qll - ~2, q1 - pl> = 
si ([d&.(y(t))(q - p)], (ql - pr)> dt. It follows from condition (1) of Hypoth- 
esis 2.11 that / qll - Pll I I a - Pl I 3 si ~2 I q1 - Pl I2 & and hence 
I qll - PC I > ~2 I e - P, I. Furthermore I 421 - ~2 I = I Ji kVMt>) x 
(q - p)12 dt I d ji /3 I q1 - p, / dt. Therefore, 01 I qc - p,l I < rnp-l x 
] qzl - p,l / < wz ] q1 - p, I < I qll - pii I. This argument repeated n times 
proves the lemma. 
We can now prove Theorem 2.12. Theorem 2.7 implies that the maps vk 
are continuous and onto. To show that vx is one to one we must show that 
v-l(f) = Ik( f) contains a single point. If not, there are distinct points p and q 
in G(f) and the line segment y joining these points is either a a-horizontal 
or a or-vertical curve. If y is ol-horizontal choose n so large that / p, - q1 j aTx > 2. 
Lemma 2.13 implies that 1 prra - ql” I > 0~~ I p, - q1 j > 2, which contradicts 
the fact that pn, ql% E S. If y is a a-vertical curve one can prove a lemma analogous 
to Lemma 2.13 using condition (2) of Hypothesis 2.11 and in a similar way 
derive a contradiction. Therefore 1,(f) must contain exactly one point. Since 
Ik( f) = flla (D,(n, f) 17 R,(n, f )} and the sets gk(n, f) n R,(n, f) are compact 
and nested it follows that their diameter must approach zero as ?z goes to infinity, 
for otherwise Ik( f) would not contain a single point. Thus we have shown that 
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Hypothesis 2.11 implies Hypothesis 2.8, and therefore yk is a homeomorphism 
by Theorem 2.9. This completes the proof. 
Our final result in this section shows that Hypothesis 2.11 is “stable” under 
perturbations of the maps $k . 
THEOREM 2.14. Suppose that (Xk , S, , &. , A) satisjies Hypothesis 2.11 artd 
tkat A is finite. Then for each k there exists a ne@borhood IV, of #k in the space 
diffl(S, , X,:+r) of diffeomorpizisms of S, into X,,, with the Cl topology such. 
that if A, EN, joy each k then the collection (.Xk , S, , A, , A) satis$es 
Hypothesis 2.8. 
Proof. Let % denote the set of matrices in GZ(n + 991, R) satisfying con- 
ditions (1) and (2) of Hypothesis 2.11. @ is open, and since A is finite, S, = u SkG 
is compact. d#h. : S, -+ @ is continuous and hence has compact range. Therefore 
there exists a neighborhood WI of $k in diffr(S, , X,+3 such that if .A E IV1 
then dA (S,) C @. Therefore dLJ satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Hypoth- 
esis 2.11. Now choose TVs C IV, , a neighborhood of & such that for A E K’s , 
d maps the vertical boundary of each Ska into the complement of S and 
/ p, o d(q) - pr o &(q)l < f for each 4’~ S, . Since JV2 C IV1 , it follows from 
Lemma 2.13 that A preserves horizontal curves, and hence if F is a ol-horizontal 
disk then A(F n Sp) is the graph of a or-Lipshitz function and p, 0 A: F try 
S,” ---f Izl is a homeomorphism. To show that A(F n SIGu) contains a horizontal 
disk it is sufficient to show that the range of p, 0 4 contains D” in its interior. 
Let V = p, o A(F n (Ska - &LS’~~)), w h ere iiz~.S,~ denotes the vertical boundary 
of SkG. By invariance of domain the set F’ is open, and by the choice of IFs 
the boundary of V does not intersect D”. However, the condition that 
/ p, o d(q) - p, o $+(q)/ < 4 implies that V n D’” f JZ. Therefore Dn C V, 
and A(F n SJLn) contains a horizontal disk. We have verified that we can choose 
Nli’s sluch that each d, E Nk satisfies the conditions of Hypothesis 2.5. 
Next we show that m.(f) contains a single point where Ik(f) denotes the set 
of points in S, which generate the symbol f with respect to transformations 
A, E NIT . If p and q are distinct points in fk( f) then the line segment joining p 
and q cannot be or-horizontal, since Lemma 2.13 would imply that the horizontal 
diameter of this curve is increased by a factor of 01 each time it is transformed by 
A,,, ; this is impossible, since the horizontal diameter of S is 2. Therefore the 
line segment joining p and q must be a-vertical, and in fact the line segment 
joining the preimages p-l, q-z of p and q must also be a-vertical. We want to 
rule out this possibility, also, by showing that 1 p$ - 4;’ 1 > ail j p, - qZ i. 
This follows by the argument of Lemma 2.13 applied to 0;’ provided the line 
segment joining p and q is in A,(S,( f)). However, this may fail to be the case. 
We circumvent this difficulty as follows: Choose a neighborhood FVZ C IV, 
of #k and neighborhoods QQ of #JS,a) such that d E IV3 implies that A-1 extends 
to a map of_O” into X, whose differential satisfies condition (2) of Hypothesis 2.1 I. 
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Choose Ark C Ws so that A E N/C implies that each a-vertical line segment with 
endpoints in A(S,a) is contained in p. 
Now the argument of Lemma 2.13 applied to the extension of d-r shows that 
1 p,r - & 1 > OL j pa - 4s I. Choosing neighborhoods IV, as above, we have 
shown that if A, E Nk for each K then fk(f) must contain only one point. It 
follows that the diameter of D,(n, f) n R,(n, f) approaches zero as n approaches 
infinity. Thus the system (X, , Sku, A, , A) satisfies Hypothesis 2.8. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
Recall that (x, y, pa , 6,) are coordinates on the surface of section X and that 
the PoincarC map @ of Xis given by @(x, y, pa , 0,) = (e”rx, e-any, pa , e2 + 2np,) 
and that 4: S- + X is the PoincarC map which takes p- to p+. By assumption 
we have d#( p-)(w) = (wr , w2 , w, , -ws) for w E Rd. 
Define S = {(u, v) E R2 x R2: j u 1 < 1, 1 w 1 < 11, where 1 u j = j u1 1 + 
I~21~~~I~l=l~,I+I~21. 
Definefu: S -+ Sf byfu(q) = pq + p+. 
Define A: S --+ R by A = (f”)-lL@p, where L: S- + X is given by L(q) = 
pf + d+ (p-)(q - p-). L is a linear approximation to #, and it follows that 
W)-’ 4 0 @ of” w roaches A in diffl(S, R4) as p -+ 0. We compute that if 
f”(u, 4 f D, , then d(u, v) = (eann(u, - Y), v, + 2n~rua + 8’ + 2r157c’, 
e-2na(u1 + s), -uJ, where r = r/p, s = y+/p, 0’ = (B,+ - B2-)/p, c’ = c/p. 
DefineA={n>2:~8’+2n~c’-22m~~~~forsome~~nEZ}.Fora~A 
define 
s.ta = {I u1 - re-2nm 1< e-2an, 1 v1 1 < 1, 27r - 1 - va < 2~71-1~~ < 25~ + 1 - vs} 
and 
s, = (j S,% 
ThenfP(Ska) = D, . Sk0 is convex subset of S which is topologically a 4-disk. 
Ska projects to the unit square in the v I , va-plane. We will show that the system 
(X, , S, , z/k , A) defined above with & = A satisfies Hypothesis 2.11. 
Choose 1 < ol < r, let q E Ska, and let A = d# (q). If w E R4 then Aw = 
(eeanwl , 2aaw, Jr w, , e-2aaw3 , -w2). Let PI and P2 denote the projections of 
R2 x R2 onto R”. Then (P,Aw, Plw) = eaan(wJa + 2ar(w,)z + wew4. Suppose 
that IPlwl >olIP,wI. Then 
(PIAw, Plw) > (2~27~ - 2a)(w,” + w,“) > 2(a - 1) m(wr2 + wz) 
> (u - 1) a(1 WI 1 + 1 wp I)” > 2011 P@ 12. 
Also, 
I P2Aw I = (e-“‘” Iw3 I + I w2 I) G (I w3 I + I w2 I> < 20 wl I + I wp 0. 
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Let /3 = 2. Then these computations verify that A satisfies condition (1) of 
Hypothesis 2.11. Similarly it can be shown that A-1 satisfies condition (2) 
of Hypothesis 2.11. We omit the rest of the details showing that the collection 
(X, , S, ,8, A) satisfies Hypothesis 2.11. 
Choose a neighborhood N of d in diff(Q, X) so that Hypothesis 2.X holds 
for (X, Q, n”, B), where JE N, Q - u (Sb: b E B), and B is a finite subset of A, 
Let J = (4 E Q: dm(q) E Q ‘cm]. Then Theorem 2.14. implies that (J, 6) is 
topologically conjugate to (E, m) when (E, IJ) is the shift automorphism on the 
alphabet B. Now choose y so small that 0” = (J’“)-l$o @ of” E N. It follows 
that if I = (4 E S+: (4 o B)“(q) Ed ‘v%z} then (I, 4 c @) is topologically con- 
jugate to (2, u). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
4. FURTHER EX.FPI,ES 
Examples of Hamiltonian systems with many degrees of freedom which have 
orbits homoclinic to invariant tori are easily constructed, Suppose that 
(x, y, .$, n) E II’M x P x Rs x l? and 
where A, > 0, pk = ek2 + vr2, B I== (bij) is a positive-definite symmetric 
(72 - 1) x (92 - 1) matrix and G is a smooth function which vanishes in a 
neighborhood of zero in R 2m+8n. As before, introduce angle variables via the 
equations &2eiek = Eu + iqx: . Define M(h) = {H = 32 < 0} and B(8) == 
M(Iz) n {I x i & 6, 1 y / < 8}. For h and 6 sufficiently small G vanishes on 
B(6), and the Hamiltonian system of differential equations generated by ZZ 
restricted to a neighborhood of B(S) can be written 
k, = h,x, , j, = --h,y, , 
ps = 0, s, = 1, e, = 1 + f l?j& for K>l. 
i=2 
Let c = (cr ,..., cn) and define T(c) = M(h) n (3 = y = 0, p = c>. For most 
appropriate choices of c, T(c) is a n-torus with stable and unstable manifolds 
I/vs(c) and Wd(c) of dimension n + m. Suppose that the vector field associated 
with H defines a flow on M(h). Then X = B(6) n (or == O> is a local surface 
of section for this flow. Fix c and assume that T(c) is an n-torus and assume 
that W(c) and W(c) h ave transversal intersection. This intersection contains 
an orbit O(p). There are first and last points p+ and p- where O( pj intersects 
X n W(c, 6) and X n W(c, S), respectively, with W(c, 8) = JV(c) n B(S) 
as before. Choose local sections S+ and S- in X containing p+ and p-, respec- 
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tively, and suppose that zj is the PoincarC map from S- to X. Assume that 
4 (p)(~ Y, P, 0) = (x, Y, -4 P), where 0 = (4 ,..., e,) and p = (pz ,..., p,). 
(x, y, p, 0) serve as coordinates on X. Let @ denote the Poincare map of X 
and, as before, define a map y: D C S+ + S-. Define Q = {q E S+: # o #(q) E S+} 
and define 91: Q -+ S+ by ~(4) = # 0 y(q). Then Theorem 1.3 applies to this 
situation, and the proof given in Section 3 generalizes. One uses the fact that 
the matrix B is positive definite to verify that the appropriate maps satisfy the 
“hyperbolicity” conditions (1) and (2) of Hypothesis 2.11. 
There are several directions in which the results discussed above could be 
improved. The assumption that d# (p) h as a special form should be replaced 
by a more general condition or perhaps should be eliminated. We have concen- 
trated on showing that the Bernouilli shift occurs as a subsubsystem near an 
orbit homoclinic to an invariant torus. It would be interesting to study nearby 
orbits which are heteroclinic and homoclinic to nearby tori. Finally, using argu- 
ments similar to those in [3], it should be possible to show that the existence of 
a transversal homoclinic orbit to an invariant torus on an energy surface of a 
Hamiltonian system implies that the system has no analytic integrals which are 
independent of the Hamiltonian function. 
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